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It is the greatest reward I could ever ask for. Nicholas Gonzalez of New York, one of a small number of
doctors whose success in treating cancer exceeds that of mainstream oncology by a wide margin. His work
thereby puts the lie to pharmaceutical propaganda that fuels a cancer industry bringing in hundreds of billions
of dollars while fooling millions of desperate and bewildered patients. Gonzalez is a distinguished
immunologist and medical doctor who received his degrees from Columbia and Cornell universities. His
mentor was none other than Dr. Good encouraged Gonzalez to examine the cancer treatment developed by
maverick dentist Donald Kelley. Having cured himself of pancreatic cancer just about the deadliest form that
cancer can take , Kelley developed a protocol based on the earlier work of Dr. Max Gerson and the discovery
made in the early s by John Beard of Edinburgh University about the central importance of pancreatic
enzymes to cancer prevention and treatment. Starting in , Dr. Gonzalez systematically studied 10, cancer cases
from Dr. Apparently because of his excellent track record of curing cancer without drugs, Dr. Kelley was
hounded throughout his life by the medical establishment, and was imprisoned and bankrupted. Gonzalez has
endured various disciplinary trials and punishments designed to short circuit his progress with curing cancer
using enzyme therapy, nutrition, and detoxification protocols. National Institutes of Health, the American
government, and various cancer organizations found themselves unable to stop Dr. But unlike the tragic Dr.
Orthodox medicine sees the cancer patient as a battlefield and embarks on what Dr. The opposing view, Dr. It
requires biologically appropriate and bio-friendly assistance in order to carry out its inherent repair process in
ways it knows better than any doctor could. This sort of therapeutic dialogue with the cancer, and a body
known to be capable of self-repair, is fundamentally nurturing; it also does not generate tremendous profit for
any group of professionals, nor for any kind of industry. Gonzalez, observed in a recent as yet unpublished
paper: Many structures such as the liver or the lining of the intestines are replaced in days or weeks. When the
organs are replaced, they are replaced with healthy, new cells. Toxins interfere with this process, and without
proper nutrients the work of cell replacement is stopped. Then the immune system cannot work properly
either. Indeed, so much of what we eat â€” often unknowingly â€” is outright carcinogenic. Well, the proof is
that it is that simple, that complex, and certainly possible. The underlying complexity of properly nourishing a
body riddled with cancer is startling in its effect; any one biological substance affects multiple targets at once,
and all of them interact with each other. So the notion of sending one synthetic chemical â€” name any cancer
drug on the market â€” into a system in which trillions of intelligent cells communicate simultaneously with
each other, and expecting to hit a target imagined to be the enemy like some sort of smart bomb , seems
ridiculous. In war, smart bombs always have collateral damage â€” news of which is usually suppressed to
preserve the political spin of the day. As a member of the cancer establishment said to Suzanne Somers: On a
daily basis, the internet-based medical research websites report on how wrong the cancer establishment is on
just about everything once considered unquestionable. A decade ago, the American Cancer Society absolutely
denied that nutrition has anything at all to do with cancer prevention or could be useful in treatment. Indeed,
basic research scientists are now identifying the natural chemicals found in specific foods that help the body
prevent cancer, such as those found in broccoli and similar plants. As well, the newly-initiated Cancer
Genome Project, designed to examine a great many different cancers, will undoubtedly provide information on
why the approach of Dr. Gonzalez and his past and present colleagues is working â€” after all, we knew that
sunshine and cod liver oil prevented and cured rickets long before we knew why and how. The research is now
in on how pharmaceutical drugs â€” which are intended to treat symptoms of diabetes, high blood pressure,
depression and more â€” go on to ultimately cause cancer. Only a couple of years ago, anyone, including
myself, who dared to assert that mammograms and CAT scans are bad news and should be avoided because
radiation causes cancer, was treated like an ignoramus of the most dangerous type. They even admit that
cancer is dangerously over-investigated through the use of these and other routine tests on people already
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diagnosed with cancer, further decreasing their life expectancy and quality of life. Yet the statistical musical
chairs claiming that cancer is decreasing still goes on. Recently, the statistical decrease in certain cancers was
hailed as just ever-so-wonderful, but turned out to be an insignificant 1. There are, however, some trends
showing a decrease of certain cancers, trends which correspond with the decline in use of the birth control pill
and the increasing refusal to undergo cancer-promoting mammography â€” women are turning more and more
toward safer diagnostics such as thermography. Research reports on the deadly nature of chemotherapy are
now mainstream and found in the leading journals along with recommendations to drastically decrease its use.
Truly astounding, and strangely encouraging, is the disillusionment which oncologists themselves are voicing.
In Knockout, Suzanne Somers tells of one oncologist who lamented: Maybe in the not-too-distant future,
cancer patients and their doctors will stop the war on cancer and join forces, working together with the magic
and mystery of biological healing. This year, those interested will have the opportunity to hear first hand how
Dr. His workshop is a rare opportunity to interact with a cancer doctor who is fiercely devoted to helping his
patients recover from this devastating disease, as well as educating the public on how to prevent it with the
best nutritional medicine. Nicholas Gonzalez Gonzalez, N. Questioning Chemotherapy, Equinox, Faguet, G.
Knowledge gaps for 20 carcinogens outlined. This is significant because all of these are already known to
medicine to be toxic to the nervous system, but their ability to cause cancer has not been as fully studied as it
should. On May 29, , California announced, that in the light of the overwhelming evidence that fluoride is a
cancer-causing agent, it would study the carcinogenic properties of fluoride as a top priority with a view to
reduce its use. Published in December of , the US Preventive Services Task Force announced that
mammography can cause cancer and should be used very sparingly if at all, because repeated screening
increases the chances of breast cancer significantly. These findings were also published in the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute which warned especially women carrying the Breast Cancer Gene 1 and 2 because
they are thought to be most vulnerable to the cancer-causing activity of mammography radiation. For these
and related publications go to www. His citations include the observation from the New England Journal of
Medicine that annually in the U. The Journal of the American Medical Association also published on October
13, , that a far too large number of already diagnosed cancer patients are continuing to be screened for
additional cancers which does not serve any purpose at all other than routine and profits. The Radiology
Society of America published findings that screening for breast cancer increases the risk of breast cancer
incidence and called for a drastic reduction in this sort of screening in their journal Radiology, August 24,
Given it is their own business these radiologists are hurting by such findings, the information appears top be
more reliable than from any other source. The source for this research is the Journal of the American Medical
Association, volume 15 pp: Bio-identical hormones do not carry this risk. First opposed by Big Pharma to the
best of their ability, it is now so well understood exactly how synthetic hormones i. Published on April 1, , in
the British Medical Journal and on April 2, , in the journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine it
was reported that proof is in that exposure to toxic chemicals before the age of 30 increases the risk of
especially breast cancer significantly. The chemicals concerned were listed and explained in detail. On the
much hyped cancer drug Tamoxifen which supposedly reduces the recurrence of breast cancer and has been
prescribed to tens of thousands of women after a first time event of breast cancer is now clearly established as
causing cancer itself: Cancer Research, July 1, volume 69, issue, which is the official journal of the American
Association for Cancer Research. It discusses how this drug stimulates cellular changes in the uterus and
ovaries leading eventually to cancer. Research from the University of Texas M. Anderson Cancer Center
presented at the American Association for Cancer Research st Annual Meeting showed that meat â€”
especially if well done, significantly increases the risk of especially bladder cancer. It discusses also the most
important drugs used in mainstream cancer therapy and their failure to be useful. Can be accessed through the
archives of the magazine. The assertion that nutritional supplements can be used therapeutically has received
important mainstream support: The importance of Vitamin E in preventing and treating prostate cancer was
elucidated at a conference at Queensland University of Technology on October 24, The link between
increased vegetable intake and cancer prevention was reported from Boston University Medical Centre on
October 13, , and published in the American Journal of Epidemiology that month. They conclude that this is
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preventable and screening for D3 status should be obligatory. It has long been known that this happens
through biopsies also read why to avoid them in the interview with Dr. Nicholas Gonzalez by Suzanne Somers
in her book Knockout. The journal Lancet Oncology published in June findings by I. Sipahi et al findings
indicating that common blood pressure medications are cancer promoting. The report on this established
causality was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in June Haining Yang et al.
On the internet an article of his from is especially helpful as is his book Questioning Chemotherapy especially
because now it is even more relevant than it was 20 years ago: A very helpful and up-to-date resource for all
you need to know about chemotherapy is the website of the Minnesota Wellness Publications: Another
excellent website is called NaturalNews by Mike Adams. Use his search engine for chemo, radiation and
surgery pertaining to cancer. Rae was not prosecuted and the misinformation, published in Nature Genetics in
went viral throughout cancer research. Sorting out the resulting mess was the subject of a conference held in at
the London Health Sciences Centre in Canada. The statements by Dr. Gonzalez will be the keynote speaker at
Whole Life Expo , presenting a workshop on Saturday, Nov. For more information on the workshop, visit
http: To buy advance tickets to the workshop online, go to http: Gonzalez will be available at the KOS
Publishing booth for book signings on Saturday before and after his workshop. For those who cannot attend
the workshop, KOS Publishing will be taking orders at their booth for a video of the workshop, to be made
available to the public by late December. Orders can also be made in December through the website www.
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No side effects; no debris left over, no toxicity. Food is a different kind of medicine from drugs. Its effects are
slow and mild and cumulative. Each day of health is an opportunity to load up on vitamins, minerals,
enzymes, and usable nutrients and to make deposits in the Health Account. Classical Chinese herbology,
which is the basis for acupuncture, has always divided herbs into two groups: Medicinal herbs, like goldenseal
and a thousand others, produce a mild controlling effect, and therefore are only to be used temporarily. Black
p87 Herbology is a very complex subject, and has been around for several millennia longer than modern
synthetic pharmaceutical theory. It is a crime to feed anything to the sick. No food should be given until all
symptoms are goneâ€¦The life of the patient depends upon getting rid of the putrid food still remaining in the
bowels, before enough putrescence is absorbed to cause death. As in the blood, so is the man â€” he is just as
weak, just as strong. The big difference between foods and drugs, especially when talking about chronic,
degenerative disease is that only foods can heal because only foods rely on the inner healing systems of the
body by providing simple gentle, support in physiologic doses. Drugs which overpower the delicate
interwoven systems of the body can never bring health long-term, because they come in huge powerful
pharmacologic doses, toxic by their very nature. The American Medical Association is the second largest
lobby in Washington, right behind oil. AMA News, 8 Jun 79 Researching its history, one is taken by the idea
that the AMA is not concerned with health, longevity or improved quality of life for the American people. The
AMA is a political body, a trade lobby, nothing more. Its pretension in presenting itself as a synonym for the
medical profession, or the power that governs American medicine is something John Robbins says would be
like the American Bar Association calling itself the American Justice Association. Robbins p96 The AMA is a
voluntary organization and has no legal authority over medical doctors. The AMA, as any trade lobby, is
focused on one thing and one thing only: JAMA is the most widely read and accepted of all U. His credentials
were all political. Bealle His focus was simple: For decades holistic healers and cures were vilified and
crushed. It was Fishbein who arranged the marriage of the medical profession to the tobacco industry, which
cozy liaison was to last some forty years. Fishbein along with Philip Morris, set up the program of cigarette
advertising in JAMA which lasted for over 20 years. Also found in old issues of any popular magazine, like
Life and Time in the 30s, 40s and 50s, these ads have medical doctors constantly extolling the various benefits
of tobacco: Patients with coughs were instructed to change to Philip Morris cigarettes. In three out of four
cases the coughs disappeared entirely. Even after studies in and again in very clearly showed the link between
tobacco and cancer, Fishbein continued to run the ad campaign for many years. Robbins, That is power. For
this favor Fishbein was paid more per year than his salary as director of the AMA. Rorty In Chapter 11 of
Reclaiming Our Health, John Robbins has masterfully summarized the meretricious partnership between
medicine and tobacco. Notice how that has been recently downgraded to the current: The allopathic political
goal is the same as it has always been: Allopathic medicine has always criticized holistic medicine with the
same complaint down through the years, persisting intact to the present time: What this implies of course is
that mainstream allopathy is objectively scientific and proven by clinical research. There are two big problems
with such claims: Two different things, totally different paradigms. Alternative medicine is not just a different
way to cure the diseases we might get. It is not competing with anyone in the Disease Care market. It
promotes a healthy condition which is not conducive to disease, by purifying the biological terrain, to allow
the body to express its natural potential. Holistic medicine is something you do every day whether you feel
good or bad. Improved quality of life. Dean Black talks about empirical data being just as valid as controlled
studies. Now, no one may have ever conducted formal studies to prove it works, but anyone with a brain in his
head knows empirically that the water stays cleaner and has to be changed less often if goldfish are kept in the
troughs. Much of allopathy is also empirical. Probably the most common drug in the world, but it has never
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been proven in scientific trials. Limits to Medicine For that matter, surgery itself has never been subjected to
clinical trials! In a different way, the strength of holistic methods often lies in their empirically demonstrable
value. Chiropractic, for one, has been around for over years, with millions of people being cared for. The
benefits of spinal correction are easily shown and easily understood. Same way with acupuncture. After years,
acupuncture is still around, and people still choose it as a helpful treatment. Also for the minute dilutions
employed by homeopathic medicine â€” these have never been written up in NEJM after double blind studies
showed their effectiveness. Allopathic posturing pretends that all drugs and procedures have been thoroughly
tested in objective scientific research studies, which guarantees both safety and effectiveness. There are some
basic problems with such a wish. The only way to do this is to place the subjects in a position of uncertainty
and helplessness: The point is, the whole structure of such a design is flawed. So the outcomes of such
artificial situations as the sacred double blind study are going to be essentially meaningless when applied to
the normal everyday physiology of a healthy human. Ideally, the experimenter works in a closed system,
affected only by the determinants that he has introduced, under the conditions he has selected. Naturally,
however, events never occur in a closed system. They are determined and modified by circumstances and
forces that cannot be foreseen, let alone controlled. Fraud in reporting of data used in medical journal articles
is rampant. Inquiries into scientific fraud in the US have shown that there is a substantial problem of safety
testing of drugs in the US, just as has been documented in Japan. Often the study is cancelled. With the
researchers trying to get funding for the next phase of research â€” are they going to be rewarded for positive
or negative data about the drug being studied? Allopaths say that holistic methods are unscientific because
results are simply anecdotal, meaning case by case. The real meaning of anecdotal, however, is case history. In
actuality, in the practice of medicine nothing is more important than the case history. The point here is that
actual case histories cannot be controlled by studies bought and paid for by those whose interests are best
served by a certain outcome. By contrast, patients who actually walk in the door are not subjects in a research
project. Hundreds of case histories, anecdotal individual cases, year after year accumulate to give a doctor the
most valuable source of information possible: New ideas are not welcome until the Angle has been figured
out. At least , deaths a year from prescription drugs that were correctly prescribed and administered â€” wait a
minute. All these drugs are tested by randomized, double blind controlled clinical trials, right? Employing the
most rigorous of scientific testing procedures, only the drugs that have made it through all that are allowed to
be put on the market, right? Here we have the finished products of their own scientific processes, so I want to
know, why are of them taken off the market every year only to be replaced by about the same number? And
why are they killing all these people? Many are starting to notice this! Now think about that! This is a new
drug that has successfully passed through the whole ritual of tests and approval, and now doctors are allowed
to prescribe it and sell it. Ruesch, p 18 What was the drug for? The drug was sold under different names in
Japan alone. After they were fined, Ciba-Geigy continued to market the drug all over the world! How are we
doing with disease? Are we getting healthier or sicker year by year? Especially now, with the Internet in
operation, it is getting much harder to cover up the inability of allopathic medicine to deliver the goods:
Continual increase in degenerative diseases 1 in 12 babies born in America with birth defects Lesso, p5 U. The
Coin, not the Quonh. As you try to understand how things could have gotten this out of hand, try and keep the
following in mind:
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As Europe was left in ruins by the war, many people wanted to see those nations who were responsible to be
subjected to punishment dramatically. After months of negotiations, the treaty was signed. Now, here are the
pros and cons generated by such action afterwards: List of Pros of the Treaty of Versailles 1. It officially
brought about peace in the region. Although the war seemed to have ended in after armistices were signed,
there was still the threat of war cleaving the region. Consequently, the treaty created a lasting peace that
allowed everyone to start rebuilding. Its territorial provisions were mild compared to what Germany could
have imposed on Europe if the country came out victorious. The program drawn up by German Chancellor
Bethmann Hollweg in September and the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, which concluded with the defeat of Russia
in , had graphically demonstrated what Germany could have done in the event of their victory in WWI. It is
believed that the country would have made huge reparations bill being served on the defeated Allies, which
can be many times larger than what Bismarck had sent to France after the War of As for the Treaty of
Versailles, the reparations bills that the country did actually have to pay were not beyond its resources to meet
and are not unreasonable, considering the motiveless destruction of France and Belgium by the occupying
German forces. It provided certain guarantees to Germany. The treaty did place occupation agreements along
the Rhineland to help monitor compliance. As long as Germany would follow its stipulations and refrain from
making any aggressive actions, the occupation would start to be taken out over a year period, giving the
country sole control once again. Moreover, trading military hardware was also prohibited. It compensated the
war debts of the Allies. The treaty helped pay the war debts that the Allies had accumulated in the war.
However, it did help start World War II by humiliating Germany, which kick-started Adolf Hitler to gain
power and start a war that significantly changed the world. List of Cons of the Treaty of Versailles 1. It
wrongfully enforced Germany to accept responsibility for the war. You demand from us to confess we were
the only guilty party of war; such a confession in my mouth would be a lie. This means that the Germans were
not guiltier for the war than any of the other powers mentioned, yet they were saddled with all the blame for
the war. It was too harsh to be effective. To compensate for the vast destruction that occurred during the war,
Germany was enforced to pay billion Marks, which is equivalent to nearly half a trillion dollars today. This
financial obligation is seen by many people as more of a harsh punishment than really a solution to contribute
to peace. It imposed the Carthaginian peace. Most probably, these other countries would not have gone to war
had not Austro-Hungary and Serbia gotten into a spat, so it was unjust to view Germany as the sole villain. It
did not involve anyone else. The other major players in the war were dealt with under other peace treaties, but
it was Germany alone who was targeted by the Treaty of Versailles, which was signed under pressure. As you
can see, the Allies threatened to continue war with the Germans if they refused to sign the agreement. Though
they did not like the terms, they were given a little choice but to sign. It was not fully enforced. However, the
Lausanne Conference in allowed an indefinite postponement of reparations, which effectively ended the
punishment stage of the treaty faced by the country. Now, it is believed that if the treaty was completely
enforced, it is likely that the Second World War could have been averted. Such an observation could also be
true if the treaty was not so harsh in the first place. There are certainly some pros and cons to this historic
agreement, and by assessing them, we can all learn from its mistakes and avoid them in the years to come.
Referred to as the Articles of Confederation or the Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union, this
document was ratified by the original 13 states of the U. Constitution on September 13, Over the years, the
settlers grew restless and wanted to gain independence from the British, which led to the outbreak of the
Revolutionary War in On June 11, , five men were commissioned by the Second Continental Congress to
write a document that will officially proclaim the freedom of the colonies from the British rule. It was also the
Continental Congress which wrote the Articles of Confederation in order for the 13 states to have some form
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of government and be unified. The first state to ratify the document was Virginia on December 16, and the last
one was Maryland on February 2, Although the creation of the Articles of Confederation was a significant
part of the American History, it was also considered weak and people were also divided when it comes to their
views on the benefits and setbacks of the first constitution. Here are the opposing views express by the two
groups. List of Pros of Articles of Confederation 1. It served as an agreement among the states and was the
first constitution of the United States of America. After the independence of the colonies from the British
Empire, a need for an agreement was needed because this was also the time of territorial expansion and the 13
states did not have some form of government as a whole. Although it was not readily accepted because of the
fear of a central authority, it paved the way for the states to unite and was the precursor of the New
Constitution of the United States. It gave the Congress the authority to deal with international affairs and
brought about Congressional departments. Proponents say that the Articles of Confederation was significant in
giving the Congress the power to negotiate with other countries when it comes to conflicts. It gave authority to
Congress to declare war and peace and one perfect example was the Treaty of Paris signed by the U. S with
Great Britain. All of which are important for the nation and still remain integral parts of the United States
government. The states still remained independent. Despite the agreement, advocates claim that the 13 states
remained sovereign, movement to other states were not prohibited and trade was not restricted. This was
beneficial because the people were given the chance to explore other places and improve their lives.
Moreover, people are to be considered free citizens with privileges and immunities like any citizen of the state.
It strengthened friendship among the states. Supporters of the first constitution say that this established a union
among the 13 included states and created a bond among them which not only encouraged trade but also united
them to fight against outside forces that might want to invade or disrupt the peace of these states as a nation.
List of Cons of the Articles of Confederation 1. It was a weak document and had flaws. Critics say that the
first constitution was not able to deliver what it offered because since the start, it was already weak. They talk
about the reluctance of the states to approve the agreement, saying that it took at least four years. Moreover,
there were other issues that were not tackled by the agreement. Apart from not having a president, there was
no government nor army. The national government was not able impost laws over the states and there was no
strong leadership by the Congress. Despite the authority of Congress to intervene with foreign affairs, there
were still failures. Opponents of the Articles of Confederation argue that even though Congress was given the
power over alliances and treaties, just like the Treaty of Paris, then why were the American merchants not
allowed at the British West Indies? They also say that even if it was an American territory, British troops were
still stationed at the Old Northwest. It still had the flaws of the First and Second Continental Congresses.
Despite having drafted six times, the Articles of Confederation was still not an advantage to opponents
because it was not able to give the Congress the power to impose taxes, just like the previous issue before its
ratification. It was also not able to balance commerce and the taxes were just coming from the states, from the
ownership of private land. Aside from the fact that all both states under trade can issue taxes for the
transaction, there was also hyperinflation because all states issued their own money. It led to the revision of
the constitution. According to those who were not satisfied with the Articles of Confederation, it has failed to
serve its purpose and address the important issues like taxation. They say that if it was a success, then it would
not have been changed to the U. With regard to levying of taxes, there were two attempts to give power to
Congress by amending the document but both failed. This was taken by critics as a sign that the first
constitution was not ideal. Pros and Cons Jan 20, Democracy is the form of government most widely used by
many nations. It is a preferred type of government because it gives the citizens a voice in important decisions
that could affect them one way or the other. There are several types of democracy. One of which is
representative democracy. It is the style of democracy founded on the principle of citizens allowing other
people, like elected officials, to represent them in government dealings. The people are not directly involved in
any of legislative or lawmaking process. This form of democracy is practiced in nations where the number of
citizens is so high that direct representation would probably be too complicated or would go wrong. It is found
at the federal level of the US government. Generally, representatives serve in a chamber, like a parliament,
House of Representatives, senate or similar governing body. Unlike in direct democracy wherein people draft
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bills themselves, debate and vote to pass them into law, citizens elect people to handle those responsibilities
on their behalf in a representative democracy. To some, this might seem as though it could separate the people
and the laws of the land. But in reality, the intention of this form of government is to educate and train
representatives to better understand the complexity of their jurisdiction. This type of government has its fair
share of proponents and opponents. Here are the lists of pros and cons of representative democracy. List of
Pros of Representative Democracy 1. The efficient use of an executive legislative body is the most important
advantage that this form of democracy can offer. This legislative body is generally controlled by the laws as
well as the constitution and is responsible for drafting and implementing high priority policies, laws and
decisions. In direct democracy, citizens are free to participate in making national decisions by voting.
However, this can be hard to manage for countries with considerable amounts of populations. The logistics of
pulling this off in a country as big as the US and the UK can be too much of a hassle. It can come up with a
well-balanced decision.
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